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Review of Lecture 8
• Learning rate - perhaps the most important!

- Low rates - improvements are linear. 

- High rates - can look exponential (or 
not) and get stuck!

(Credit: Stanford CS231N)

- Use logarithmic or random search to select 
(over orders of magnitude                       ) 

- Ultimately depends on the model, optimization 
algorithm, mini-batch size, and observation.

10−1, . . . , 10−6

• Mini-batch gradient updates

- Rough gradient approximation generally a 
good trade-off 

- Less than linear returns for larger sizes 

- Other arguments for: injects helpful stochasticity, 
potentially reduces redundant computation 

Many things to consider!



• Shuffle your data (at least once!) • Termination

Review of Lecture 8
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• Initialization
- Want to avoid gradients close to zero 

(e.g.,                            ) and weights 
of zero 

- Simple solutions for initialization:

tanh(wTxn) ≈ ± 1.

1. Use small random weights 
(e.g., around middle of activation range) 

2. Use small Gaussian random weights

Choose       so that σ2
w ⋅ max

n
||xn ||2 << 1.σ2

w

- Stopping criteria: Can be a combination of things 
(e.g., relative error improvement, absolute error, 
limit on iterations)

- Early stopping:

            decreases and             increases as 
training proceeds…
Ein(wt) dvc(Ht)

… an approximation-
generalization trade-
off…

… suggesting that it 
may be beneficial to 
stop early. 

Need a validation dataset for this.



Today’s Lecture

•Bias and variance 

•Recipe for deep learning
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(Many slides adapted from Yaser Abu-Mostafa and Malik Magdon-Ismail, with permission of the authors.  Thanks guys!)



Approximation-Generalization Trade-Off
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Small         : Good approximation of       out of sample.Eout f

Less complex                better chance of generalizing.H ⟹

Ideal                and you’ve won the lottery ticket :-).H = {f}

More complex                 better chance of approximating    .H ⟹ f



Quantifying the Trade-Off
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VC analysis was one approach:

Applies to squared errors (classification and regression).

Eout ≤ Ein + Ω

1. How well can the learning approximate     (versus how well learning did in-sample)       

2. How close can you get to that approximation with a finite dataset. 

Bias-variance analysis is another: decomposing         intoEout

f

Can take into account the learning algorithm.
(different algorithms can have different           when applied to the same     )!Eout H



A simple learning problem
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2 data points, 2 hypothesis sets:

H0 : h(x) = b
H1 : h(x) = ax + b



Repeating the experiment many times…
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For each dataset     , you get a different       .D gD

So, for a fixed                is a random value, depending on     .x, gD(x) D



What’s happening on average
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We can define: Drandom value, depending on gD(x)

var(x) = 𝔼D [(gD(x) − ḡ(x))2]
= 𝔼D [gD(x)2] − ḡ(x)2

the variability of your prediction

ḡ(x) = 𝔼D [gD(x)]
≈

1
K

(gD1(x) + . . . + gDK(x))

your average prediction on x



 on test point     for data
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Eout x D

squared error, a random value depending on DED
out(x) = (gD(x) − f(x))2

Eout(x) = 𝔼D [ED
out(x)] expected             before seeing DEout(x)



The bias-variance decomposition
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Eout(x) = 𝔼D [(gD(x) − f(x))2]
= 𝔼D [gD(x)2 − 2gD(x)f(x) + f(x)2]

= 𝔼D [gD(x)2]−ḡ(x)2 + ḡ(x)2−2ḡ(x)f(x) + f(x)2

= 𝔼D [gD(x)2] − ḡ(x)2 + (ḡ(x) − f(x))2

var(x) bias(x)

Eout(x) = bias(x) + var(x)

Averaging over x, Eout = bias + var very small model very large model

= 𝔼D [gD(x)2] − 2ḡ(x)f(x) + f(x)2 A key step.  Understand this!



Back to      and      .  And, our winner is…
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H0 H1

H0

bias = 0.50
var = 0.25

Eout = 0.75

H1

bias = 0.21
var = 1.69

Eout = 1.90



Match model complexity to data resources, not target complexity
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H0

bias = 0.50

var = 0.25

Eout = 0.75

H1

bias = 0.21

var = 1.69

Eout = 1.90

H0

bias = 0.50

var = 0.1

Eout = 0.6

H1

bias = 0.21

var = 0.21

Eout = 0.42

2 data points 5 data points



Expected         and          
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Eout Ein

Dataset         of size        D N

𝔼D [Eout(g(D))]Expected out-of-sample error

𝔼D [Ein(g(D))]Expected in-sample error

How do they vary with      ?N



The learning curves
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Simple Model Complex Model



VC analysis versus bias-variance analysis
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VC Analysis

Pick      that generalizes nicely and 
has a good chance to fit the data.

H

Bias-variance analysis

Pick               to approximate      and 
not behave wildly after seeing the data.

(H, A) f



Bias and variance in practice
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high bias 
(underfitting)

“Just right” high variance 
(overfitting)



Detecting in high-dimensional problems
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Cat classification

(credit: Andrew Ng and deeplearning.ai)

y = 1 y = 0

Training set error:

Validation set error:

Human: ∼ 0 %

15 %

16 %

15 %

30 %

0.5 %

1 %

1 %

11 %
high variance high bias high bias &  

high variance
low bias &  
low variance



Basic recipe for deep learning

!19(credit: Andrew Ng and deeplearning.ai)

High bias?
(training dataset performance)

Done.

N

N
Y

•Bigger network 

•Train longer 

•NN architecture search

Y

•Get more data 

•Regularization 

•NN architecture search

High variance?
(validation dataset performance)

“Bias-variance” trade-off not as applicable to DNNs: 
• Can drive down bias with bigger networks 

• Can drive down variance, so long as you have data 

One of the best things about deep learning!



Further reading

• Abu-Mostafa, Y. S., Magdon-Ismail, M., Lin, H.-T. (2012) Learning from data.  AMLbook.com. 

• Goodfellow et al.  (2016) Deep Learning. https://www.deeplearningbook.org/ 

• Boyd, S., and Vandenberghe, L.  (2018)  Introduction to Applied Linear Algebra - Vectors, Matrices, and 
Least Squares. http://vmls-book.stanford.edu/ 

• VanderPlas, J.  (2016) Python Data Science Handbook.  https://jakevdp.github.io/
PythonDataScienceHandbook/
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